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VIP Computers, the UK’s largest independent distributor of PC components, gaming peripherals and 
IT products, is pleased to announce distribution rights of network-based camera surveillance 
experts, Compro Technology. 
 
Founded in 1988, Compro is a leading developer and manufacturer of IT products, specialising in 
network video solutions. At the forefront of the technology shift from traditional analogue 
surveillance to digital network-based surveillance, Compro’s range spans the home security and 
professional installation markets. 
 
VIP’s range from Compro will offer resellers a selection of wired and wireless, indoor and outdoor 
network-based cameras, packed with features including 2-way audio communication, day and night 
functionality, digital zoom and ultra-wide viewing. In addition Compro’s bundle pack, which 
combines a Network Video Recorder (NVR) and 4 sets of licensed network cameras, will be available 
from VIP. 
 
The addition of Compro surveillance cameras complements VIP’s existing portfolio, which includes 
ASUS, Seagate and Synology NAS drives plus Seagate’s SV35 surveillance hard drives. This means VIP 
customers are now in a position to offer a full CCTV system solution with their own NVR. 
 
Darren Jackson, Purchasing Manager at VIP Computers, commented: “Compro Technology is 
another fantastic addition to VIP’s line-up and further strengthens our networking category. For 
resellers looking to expand or add a new dimension to their stock portfolio, Compro offers the 
perfect solution. Feature-packed, it makes for an easy sale and in addition there are great margin-
making opportunities throughout the range.” 
 
Michael Lee, Sales Director of Compro Technology, added: “Video surveillance systems are now in 
great demand in the UK market. The agreement signed with VIP enables us to supply our partners 
with Cloud video surveillance products that are highly reliable in operation, whilst being easy to set 
up and use. With the continued growth and development of Cloud surveillance, our next home 
automation solution will offer cutting edge cloud camera technology beyond your imagination. “    
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VIP Computers is the UK’s largest independent distributor of components, peripherals and IT products.  VIP 
concentrates on supplying the channel and partnering with its customers and vendors for mutual success.  VIP 
provides a wide portfolio of products and has a state of the art logistics and online ordering facilities.  VIP is an 
industry respected and award winning pan-European distributor based in UK, with offices in Holland, Spain and 
Dubai, and also in Miami, USA.  

 


